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NEWS 
 

George Benjamin is Knighted in the Queens Birthday Honours 
Nimbus send their heartfelt congratulations to composer and 
conductor George Benjamin who was Knighted by the Queen in this 
summers Birthday Honours.  
  
George made his first recording for Nimbus in 1980 aged just 19 
following a highly successful Prom performance. We have enjoyed 
an exclusive recording relationship for more than 35 years which has 
delivered nine discs covering the orchestral, chamber music and 
opera compositions most with the composer conducting.  
  
Adrian Farmer, Music Director for Nimbus commented “This is such 
a well deserved honour and one which we hope will bring the 
wonderful sound world that George creates to a wider audience. Our 
most recent release presenting George’s first opera ‘Into The Little 
Hill’ retells the well known Pied Piper story whist shining a stark light 
on our attitudes towards new people arriving in our community. We 

send our love and sincere congratulations to Sir George and wish for many more years of this most 
precious partnership.” 
 
Sir George Benjamin in conversation about working with Nimbus:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJE88UUQRFI&t=13s 
 
NI5964 Into The Little Hill  
http://www.wyastone.co.uk/george-benjamin-into-the-little-hill-dream-of-the-song-flight.html 
 
All CDs featuring the works of Sir George Benjamin will be discounted until 31st July 2017. 
http://www.wyastone.co.uk/all-labels.html?composer_a_b=1418 
 

Sir Mark Elder is awarded the Companion of Honour  
The Hallé Concerts Society and its global manufacturing and 
distributor Nimbus / Wyastone is delighted that Sir Mark Elder is 
to be awarded the Companion of Honour, a special award 
granted to those who have made a major contribution to the 
arts, science, medicine, or government lasting over a long 
period of time. There are only ever 65 members at any one 
time, currently include actress Dame Maggie Smith, Lord Coe, 
Stephen Hawking, John Major and Desmond Tutu.  
 
Speaking to Classic FM, Sir Mark said “It was a great surprise, 
ng to do with my wonderful orchestra in Manchester then I’m 

very happy. It’s so important that the creative life of a country is celebrated at all levels and by 
everybody, that everybody believes the creative work of a country helps to define what that country 

it’s a great thrill and if it has somethi
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is. And the very broad spectrum should be a big part of that. Music says something to people in 
their lives, whichever sort of music that is, that can’t be replaced by anything else.” 
  
Sir Mark has been Music Director of the Hallé since 2000. Sir Mark remains a regular visitor to the 
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden; the Metropolitan Opera, New York; Lyric Opera of Chicago 
and Glyndebourne Festival Opera. He was awarded the CBE in 1989 and knighted in 2008. Under 
his artistic leadership, the Hallé has launched its own CD label, inaugurated a Youth Orchestra, 
Youth Choirs and a Children’s Choir, embarked on a number of critically acclaimed foreign tours 
and established a new rehearsal, recording and event venue at Hallé St Peter’s in Manchester. 
Since Mark Elder’s appointment in Manchester, the Hallé has achieved widespread acclaim from 
both audience and critics. Awards have come from Gramophone, BBC Music Magazine, Diapason, 
the South Bank Show and the Royal Philharmonic Society (of which Sir Mark was awarded 
Honorary Membership in 2011). 
  
Mark Elder’s next appearance with the Hallé will be on Sunday 20 August at the Edinburgh Festival 
in a performance of Berlioz’s La Damnation de Faust. 

 
REVIEWS 

 
Nimbus Records – Classical, Jazz, World Music 

 
NI5946 Richard Lester, Bach vol 1 
This is the first volume of a projected complete edition of J. S. Bach’s 
keyboard works with a planned release schedule of one double-CD 
release from now until 2023, making seven volumes in all. With two well-
filled discs as an opener, this seems like an attractive prospect, and we 
are immediately treated to what has become one of Bach's best known 
keyboard works, the Goldberg Variations. While Lester's reading is 
scholarly, or measured and accurate rather than audaciously individual, 
my appreciation for his interpretation grew constantly over the first proper 

run-through and has remained respectfully admiring on subsequent hearings. There is playfulness 
here, but this is to be found in the inner life of these pieces rather than in their speed—avoiding the 
superficial virtuosity of velocity. Linking the first variation to the Aria ensures that the number of 
each subsequent variation corresponds to its track number on the CD, so there is method in this 
approach. 
 
Richard Lester's playing here has a pleasant flow, as well as plenty of sprightly contrast where 
required. As mentioned, extremes of tempo are not a feature here, though pieces such as Variation 
15, the mournful Variation 21 and the great Variation 25 are given their expressive due. Some 
harmonic points are emphasised with perhaps a slightly heavy rhythmic rubato here and there, but 
again the proportions of each variation fit seamlessly into a clear vision of the whole. There is 
certainly no attempt at over-reverential slowness in these cases; logical structure and flow are 
maintained throughout. 
 
The instrument used for most of this recording is a fine-sounding double-manual harpsichord built 
by Colin Booth in 2011, based on a single manual example by a Hamburg maker Johann Christoph 
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Fleischer, dated 1710. This has plenty of vibrancy and depth of tone. While the recording is fairly 
close, there is a nice stereo spread to the sound and the detail is not wearing on the ears. 
 
CD 2 begins with an impressive account of the Italian Concerto, again with Lester's feel of careful 
preparation and satisfactory musicianship, but also with plenty of zip in the final Presto. The same 
goes for the Toccata in D minor. The improvisatory feel of the opening is perhaps a little cursory, 
but with plenty of drive and joyful energy. The Toccata in E minor is taken with a touch more 
reserve, those helter-skelter notes restrained by their minor key expressiveness. 
 
As previously suggested, this Bach keyboard recording project looks more than being merely 
promising. This first volume stands at the vanguard of something that will stand proudly alongside 
other such huge projects by Richard Lester, including the entire Scarlatti sonatas, Frescobaldi and 
numerous others. Lester's numerous followers will need little persuading to acquire this Bach 
programme, and they will surely not be disappointed. I have a feeling that many fans of Bach 
played on the harpsichord will have a soft spot for Richard Lester's recordings, and I am happy to 
be counted amongst their ranks. Dominy Clements, MusicWeb 

NI5964 George Benjamin, Into the Little Hill 
Be ready.  The opening of George Benjamin’s 40 minute opera Into the 
Little Hill gives quite a jolt when heard live, and the effect is magnified in 
the purely auditory realm of CD.  If anything, this second recording of 
Benjamin and Librettist Martin Crimp’s exceptionally concise reimagining 
of the pied piper story, with two singers conveying all the roles and the 
story’s narration, is even taute and a shade harder edged than the first 
(also on Nimbus). While that featured the singers from the original 
production, the new version boasts long-standing Benjamin advocate 

Susan Bickley alongside the highly versatile soprano Hila Plitmann with the composer at the helm. 
The result is first rate, conveying the power of this ancient tale that holds up an unforgiving mirror 
to contemporary society. 
 
The opera performance is reason enough to buy this disc, but it is equally welcome for the 
recording of Benjamin’s stunning recent song-cycle Dream of the Song (a recording also available 
on the Royal concertgebouw’s own label).  Written for Bejun Mehta, the countertenor who so 
impressed in Benjamin’s opera Written on Skin, this alluring, yet unsettling work surrounds his 
voice with a female chorus and an orchestra deployed with the composer’s customary precision.  
With texts exploring aspects of morality and time passing, the settings range from the Mehta’s 
breathtaking stillness against quiet choral mumerings in ‘Gazing through the night’ to the searing 
exhortations for the choir alone of ‘Gacela del amor maravilloso’.  
 
With a fine performance from Michael Cox of the earl solo flute piece Flight, serving effectively as a 
bridge between the opera and song-cycle, this latest addition by Nimbus to the Benjamin 
discography is altogether essential listening.  Christopher Dingle, BBC Music Magazine 
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Nimbus Alliance 

 
NI6104 Clara Rodriguez, Moleiro Piano Music 
... Rodriguez is most decidedly an ideal Moleiro advocate; her 
performances are so alive with outstanding crystalline serenity and 
naturalistic pellucid phrasing. 
 
... Though this programme has the bulk of its roots in aspects of European 
musical traditions Moleiro was a tireless proponent of (Venezuelan 
'joropo'), musica llanera from plains south and east of Caracas. In 1882 
joropo became Venezuela's national dance though hitherto the word 

joropo (Spanish) meant 'a party'. Similarities may be found in (selected) works of Chabrier, Ravel, 
de Falla. 
 
How appropriate then to conclude with Moleiro's Joropo, an unflagging, propulsive, carnival piece 
to set toes tapping, heels clicking and skirts flying. 
 
Rodriguez' generous programme touches on a diversity of moods: wistful, playful, tender, gentle, 
reflective, yearning, nostalgic, skittish, jocular, joyful, festive and exuberant spring to mind. 
 
For 1¼ hours of dazzling, undemanding musical enjoyment, this CD concert is surely hard to beat. 
Copyright © 9 June 2017 Estate of the late Howard Smith, Masterton, New Zealand 

 
NI6295 Harriet Mackenzie, 21st Century Violin Concertos 
As violinist Harriet Mackenzie put it in her liner notes, “Contemporary 
music has always interested me. It is exhilarating to receive a score, often 
unseen by anyone else other than the composer. Something that only 
exists in the twilight – an unrealised existence in the composer’s mind, 
stored in some black notes on a white background, waiting for flesh and 
blood in a performer’s hands to incarnate it.” This album is made up of five 
such works, diverse in style yet all rooted in a desire to communicate with 
the listener and not just shock him or her. 

 
So much is evident in the opening work, Paul Patterson’s Allusions for 2 Violins and Strings. This is 
the most typically “British” music on the disc in the sense that it uses Britten-esque harmonies, 
particularly in its first movement which is otherwise based on the final fugue of Verdi’s Falstaff. This 
is a swirling, dancing sort of piece that would make a wonderful stand-alone showpiece for an 
orchestra and two violinists. The solo parts stand out only slightly from the body of strings used, 
undoubtedly on purpose. The second movement, titled “Mindscape,” also employs similar chords 
but is a mysterious, moody piece in which the solo violinist(s) take center stage against a backdrop 
of quiet strings playing whole tones. When the orchestra does become a bit more active, it is still 
playing in the background, contributing quiet, fluttering tremolos to the texture. Without seeing the 
score, it’s difficult to tell which solo violinist is playing what except for those moments when they 
obviously play against each other in apposite lines. Eventually the music becomes more agitated, 
both in tempo and volume, as the cellos play dramatically behind the two soloists for a couple of 
bars before falling back to string tremolos played by the violas while the cellos introduce a brief, 
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lyrical melody. The third movement, “Beneath the Surface: Presto,” incorporates a brief quote from 
Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro while creating a brisk, swirling environment for the soloists and 
orchestra to play in. It’s a brief but energetic finale to the concerto. 
 
Deborah Pritchard’s Wall of Water was composed as a musical representation of artist Maggi 
Hambling’s series of paintings, Walls of Water (one of which is represented below). The music, 
curiously enough, starts out in a slow, moody manner, like a lazy sea with little activity, with the 
solo violinist playing above subtly rumbling basses. Eventually the orchestra gets slowly more 
active, working its way up the groups of strings until the violins are playing soft but ominous 
tremolos behind the soloist. By the 6:30 mark the music has become more agitated, the tempo now 
rather swift with serrated figures being played by both the orchestral members and the soloist. This 
then becomes more of a “mood and nature” piece, with the serrated figures evidently emulating 
waves, yet it never quite reaches a point of being a “wall of water” until late in the piece. What I 
particularly liked about it, though, was the fact that Pritchard never took her mind off the fact that 
this is supposed to be a developing piece of music and not just a mood piece; thus the mind is 
continually engaged in following the strands of the piece as they evolve and coalesce. 
The Art Music Lounge 
 
NI6295 Harriet Mackenzie, 21st Century Violin Concertos 
The recording’s title is a tease. An Eventful Morning in East London is the name (almost) of Robert 
Fokkens’s violin concerto, one of five 21st-century concertos played by the indefatigably 
adventurous violinist Harriet Mackenzie on this superb release. However, although Mackenzie is a 
Londoner, Fokkens is South African. So his East London, in the Eastern Cape, is 6,000 miles 
south of Shoreditch. His concerto reflects it too. Fokkens has Charles Ives’s ability to enrich his 
own imaginatively orchestrated style with “found” music — in this case an outdoor African 
soundscape that seems to incorporate a passing funeral procession replete with snatches of Dies 
Irae as well as a jazz band. That makes for a fascinating 13 minutes. Yet it’s just one highlight on 
an album mixing the work of two older composers — Paul Patterson and David Matthews — 
working in a generally tonal idiom with the quirky new generation, represented by Fokkens, Emily 
Doolittle and Deborah Pritchard. 
  
What unites them is an ability to create something fresh out of existing material. Pritchard’s Wall of 
Water, for instance, is a response to a series of Maggi Hambling paintings. I’m glad they aren’t 
reproduced in the accompanying brochure, because Pritchard’s music — growing out of a tiny, 
semitonal twist cloaked in otherworldly harmonics — paints its own pictures in the imagination. It is 
profusely atmospheric and virtuosically challenging, and it rises to an intense cadenza (a bit too 
arpeggio-dependent, perhaps) before imploding to where it started. Doolittle’s falling still has a 
similar atmospheric quality. The violin, representing a bird in flight, hovers over slow, lush string-
clusters representing more inanimate sounds of nature. That suggests a latter-day Lark Ascending, 
but Doolittle’s style is far more astringent than Vaughan Williams and has a more elegiac hue. So 
does Matthews’s Romanza, which, despite its name, is a curiously unsettling piece in which the 
soloist moves from moodily impressionistic rhapsody to enigmatic Viennese waltz, where the 
balance between pastiche and irony is never quite fixed. To me it spoke of youthful joys recollected 
into ruefulness, if not despair. 
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By contrast, Patterson’s Allusions for two solo violins and strings (Philippa Mo is the other excellent 
protagonist) is pure pleasure, three movements each riffing on a different operatic character. The 
first, brilliantly energetic and manically contrapuntal, alludes to Falstaff and his tangled love life. 
The second, called Mindscape, refers to Don Giovanni’s encounter with the Commendatore, with 
the music rising from dark rumination to nightmarish crisis. And the third is a glorious postmodern 
riff on Mozart’s Marriage of Figaro overture, full of dizzy syncopations. 
  
Mackenzie’s playing is rivetingly incisive throughout, and the conductor Kenneth Woods obtains 
exemplary accompaniments from the English String Orchestra and English Symphony Orchestra. 
Richard Morrison, The Times 
 
NI6295 Harriet Mackenzie, 21st Century Violin Concertos 
Rest easy, the disc’s title work refers not to London’s hipster hotspot by South Africa’s Eastern 
Cape Province, with Fokken’s an Eventful Morning Near East London (2006) setting the scene for 
this diverse collection of contemporary works for violin and orchestra.  Fokken’s single movement 
concerto is exquisitely crafted, conjuring a ‘hazardously cattle infested stretch of motorway’ in 
complex counterpoint, bustling percussion and thrillingly stratospheric scoring for violin soloist, 
performed with panache and precision by the excellent Harrier Mackenzie. 
 
Fokken’s arresting work is teamed with two other powerful evocations of place.  Deborah Prithard’s 
Wall of Water (2014) is a vivid response to the tumultuous seascapes of painter Maggi Hambling, 
with both composition and performance crackling with energy.  In satisfying contrast, Emily 
Doolittle’s falling still (2001) is a delicate meditation on the natural world, solo violin floating above 
a cushion of strings, offering something of a 21st-century The Lark Ascending. The disc is 
completed by Paul Patterson’s agile and characterful Allusions (2007) and David Matthews’s 
Romanza (2012), a daringly-luscious waltz which invites Mackenzie’s sumptuous tone to soar.  
Whilst the recording is not always as crisp as it could be, performances are captivating.   
Kate Wakeling, BBC Music Magazine 
 

NI6337 Ives Ensemble, Laurence Crane 6 Trios, 2 Solos and 1 Quintet 
Composer Laurence Crane is enjoying a deserved upsurge in interest and 
new recordings. Born in Oxford in 1961, his music has a lean and 
understated poetry that owes much to US/UK experimentalist traditions 
while signalling a fresh and individual voice. 
 
Contrary to their apparently whimsical simplicity, the nine chamber works 
on this engaging release are highly structured – and entirely abstract, 
regardless of personal-sounding titles. 

 
From solo piano to piano quintet via different trio combinations of flute, violin, cello and piano, 
these pieces offer a kind of retrospective. 
 
The music remains subtly nuanced but decidedly un-fragile. It’s surprisingly tricky to play, but the 
Ives Ensemble prove persuasive. The recording serves them - and Crane’s self-deprecating 
humour - well.   Steph Power, BBC Music Magazine 
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NI6337 Ives Ensemble, Laurence Crane 6 Trios, 2 Solos and 1 Quintet 
Laurence Crane’s music does so much with so little. The gestures are frank and ambiguous, 
bemused and sincere, self-deprecating and alert, unadorned and unpretentious. Take 2011’s 
Piano Quintet, the central work on this lovely new disc from the Ives Ensemble. It starts as a 
lumpen waltz, as endearing as awkward dancers who don’t give a damn, then subsides into little 
phrases that tug repeatedly, now hopeful, now fretting. The means are simple but the impact is 
deep. In his booklet notes, Crane points out that this collection spans three decades.“What has 
changed in the intervening years?” he asks of his own creative evolution. The answer seems to be 
about scale and structure – longer movements, more complex ways of organising material – but 
the uncluttered courage of those early pieces is still there. It is all performed with a clean 
graciousness that sounds way easier than it is.  The Guardian 

 
NI6338 Richard Blackford, Better Angels of our Nature  
The Violin Concerto opens with a trumpet solo that has an American feel 
to it. Some passages are also reminiscent of Copland and Barber with just 
a hint of Walton thrown in for good measure. The central Andante is the 
most substantial movement, running for 10 minutes. With the subtitle 
Fantasia on a Russian Chant this features the solo violin accompanied by 
the string section of the orchestra. The melodic material may be Russian 
in origin but the overall impression sounds as if the composer has been 
inspired by the English string music tradition. Vaughan Williams isn’t far 

away and the rapture of Tippett’s Corelli Fantasia can be heard in the chromatic harmonies 
produced by the divided strings. The opening to the final Vivace is reminiscent of folk music but 
this is Hungarian in nature rather than British. A rather beautiful, lyrical theme at the centre of the 
movement gives way to a cadenza and an exuberant sprint to the finish. 
 
Although not strictly programme music, the three movements of the Clarinet Quintet are inspired by 
scenes from Caradog Prichard’s novel Full Moon. A soft lyrical theme links the three movements 
together. The second movement also makes use of the Welsh hymn tune Cyffamod with telling 
effect. The lively outer movements are bittersweet in nature and the music, pregnant with ideas, 
always sounds as if it is going somewhere. The Better Angels of our Nature is another 
demonstration of the composer’s ability to write for the strings. The first section of this concerto is 
based on fanfare motifs, initially heard as distant cries and then building to a dynamic, fleetfooted 

ax the oboe plays a hushed version of the bugle call Taps that is 
rals or at sunset. The ensuing section of peace and reconciliation is 
sort of atmosphere that can also be heard in Copland’s Quiet City. The last 
ellow (aka Puck) is certainly Puckish in nature. The music is mischievous, 

and lively. There are also some passages of trance-like magic. The romantic duet for 
 movement is superb. You can’t keep a good man down for long though 
vengeance in the Allegro moltobringing the work to a quicksilver 

This is a really enjoyable disc containing four memorable and entertaining pieces. The 
performances are all expertly done with fine contributions from the soloists. Although recorded at 
four different venues between 2008 and 2015 the sound quality is consistently fresh and appealing. 
John Whitmore, MusicWeb 

Allegro. After a brief clim
traditionally used at fune
elegiac and creates the 
work on the disc, Goodf
entertaining 
oboe and flute in the first
and Puck returns with a 
conclusion. 
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NI6338 Richard Blackford, Better Angels of our Nature 
The clarinet Quintet is more engrossing in the way that its three movements outline an ultimate 
tragic narrative drawn from Caradog Pritchards’s novel Full Moon – hauntingly realised here. 
Inspired by Abraham Lincoln’s inaugural address, The Better Angels of Our Nature moves from a 
sombre introduction, via Allegro of mourning anxiety, to an interlude in which the Taps fanfare is 
intoned hauntingly by the oboist before a slow movement whose fraught tranquillity amply evokes 
the title. Emily Pailthorpe brings poise and eloquence to music written with her artistry in mind, and 
is no less inside the two pieces of Goodfellow. Shakespear’s Puck is duly made a focal point of a 
hectic tour across A Midsummer Night’s Dream where flute, oboe and piano enact a scenario as 
engaging as it is whimsical. Better Angels was previously released on a Champs Hill ‘portrait’ of 
Pailthorp but here finds a rather more effective context. The sound is fine in each case and this 
release further consolidates Blackford’s standing as an accessible yet never facile composer. 
Richard Whitehouse, Gramophone 
 

NI6339 Sir Nicholas Jackson, The Rose and the Ring 
The label Nimbus has done a wonderful job with the recording of the 
opera The Rose and the Ring of English composer Nicholas Jackson 
(1934). It is based on the history of Prince Giglio and bulb Prince William 
Makepeace Thackeray (1811-1863). The author of the text describes as 
a satirical work as a farce for adults and children told the fire. Although 
its appearance is a wonderful story, the truth is that the author presents 
the stereotypes of the worst elements of human nature. In the original, 
there are illustrations of the same W.M.Thackeray. 
 

As the composer, Sir Nicholas Jackson has followed a career organist, harpsichordist and 
conductor. Add that after completing studies in organ and harpsichord with Gustav Leonhardt in 
Amsterdam, learned conducting with Sir Adrian Boult. 
 
Sir Nicholas Jackson wrote the libretto, preserving as much text Thackeray. Musically, in its 
romantic style, the composer puts some arrangements for harpsichord sonatas of Domenico 
Scarlatti. A challenge which come out very windy. The opera is in two acts and twelve scenes of 
ten, respectively. 
 
The rose and the ring are two magical objects with extraordinary powers that a fairy has given 
them; a Fairy Blackstick sung by soprano RobynParton basis. But bad luck makes an unexpected 
appearance. The beauty and ugliness enter combat. Quite a metaphor, hyperbole and a mixture of 

ver the Black Sea. 

ianes melodies. These arias in which the vocal 
a comprehensive control force changes texture. 

wonderful opera version of The Rose and the Ring, the 
ter the world of London Concertante inventiveness in order to unite the two language 

 

skill. A beautiful opera.  Marçal Borotau, Sonograma 
 

artifice, the war organized pitched o
 
The soloists perform remarkably long scarlatt
technique and requires 
Sir Nicholas, who also directed this 
musicians en
authors like Thackeray and Scarlatti.
 
Great compositional 
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CRD 
 

CRD3525 Edvard Grieg, Lyric Pieces 
Grieg was an absolute master of the miniature and his Lyric Pieces for 
piano are a treasure house of gems. He seems to have modelled them on 
the pieces Schumann wove into his piano cycles but without Schumann’s 
feverish intensity, obsessive rhythms or his sometimes agonized moods. 
They are basically simple pieces, but beautifully fashioned. He also 
accepted influences from his native Norwegian folk music and later from 
other composers of the time. However, he could also be prescient and 
some of the pieces anticipate much later works. There are ten books in all, 

and here we have selections from all ten. 
 
The pieces may be simple but I must qualify this: they are simple in the way that Mozart can be 
simple. That is, they do not call for the extremes of virtuosity which involve playing fast or loud or 
using a great deal of finger dexterity. Yet in shaping melodies, providing harmonic support which 
subtly adjusts to the melodic line and to changing harmonies, in creating moods and 
characterization, they call for a great deal of skill and subtlety in the pianist. 
 
Paul Crossley is well placed to offer this. I suppose his main claim to fame is his association with 
Tippett, who wrote his last two piano sonatas for him; Crossley’s recording of all four is still a 
mainstay of the catalogue (CRD 34301). Otherwise he is best known for his recordings of French 

add his superb set of late Scriabin excluding the sonatas (CRD 3524). The 
d with French music are very relevant to Grieg’s requirements: subtlety, a 
alancing and understanding of harmonic shifts, unobtrusive handling of the 
 ability to characterize quickly and sharply a succession of miniatures. He 

a lovely glowing tone, to which the engineers have done justice. 

wn sleevenote and very helpful it is too, though in English 
only. The contents are listed with the titles in German (not Norwegian) and English. CRD give 

cording which does justice to his warm tone so anyone who wants a recent 
selection of these lovely pieces should be well pleased with this. Stephen Barber, MusicWeb 
 
 

The Hallé Orchestra

music and I should also 
skills required to succee
delicate touch, careful b
sustaining pedal and the
has all these, and also 
 
As I mentioned, Crossley writes his o

Crossley an excellent re

 
 

HLL7502 Nielsen, Symphony No5 Fulte Concerto 
For further Nielsen thrills from the Hallé and Mark Elder, turn to their 2003 
recording of the groundbreaking and hair raising Fifth Symphony, coupled 
here with the composer's Flute Concerto.  BBC Music Magazine 
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HLD7511 Shostakovich, Symphonies Nos 5 and 10 
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, a former principal conductor of the Hallé was 
very much at home with the music of Shostakovich.  His finely observed 
recordings of Symphonies Nos 5 and 10 (from 1990 and '91) pack a 
formidable punch.  BBC Music Magazine 
 
 
 
 
HLD7531 Wagner, Die Walküre 
Mark Elder is the driving force, with an approach that's powerfully 
measured and beautifully detailed.  BBC Music Magazine August 2012 
 
 
 
 
 

 
HLD7534 Elgar, The Apostles 
This impressive new Hallé set is a superb introduction to Elgar's The 
Apostles... Mark Elder has perfect control of the large forces and dramatic 
pacing.  BBC Music Magazine, November 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
HLD7539 Wagner, Parsifal 
Elder had turned the Hallé into a northern powerhouse of its own … but 
this performance of Parsifal, recorded from a BBC Prom in 2013, is a 
testament to Elder’s ability to draw the very best from an orchestra. Yes 
his tempos are mostly slow, but the Hallé plays Wagner’s last opera with 
shimmering beauty. A real sense of unworldliness sustains the Act I 
ceremonial, in which the Holy Grail is unveiled to an audience of sinning 
knights and Parsifal himself. In the Albert Hall, Elder played with the spatial 
effect, putting various choruses in the galleries, and some of the impact of 
e recording – the Trinity Boys Choir sounds suitably celestial from on high, 

rthy counterparts are the Royal Opera Chorus in splendid voice. Throughout, Elder’s 
grand view also finds room for telling details: a smear of curdled brass and the toxic caress of the 

uctress, attempts to entrap the only man who could ever save 
s Kundry is a class act, sensual and sensitively sung. Even when she’s 

carrying out the nasty work of Tom Fox’s vividly realised baddie, Klingsor, she retains very 
Neil Fisher, The Times 

this comes through in th
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woodwinds as Kundry, the arch-sed
her. Katarina Dalayman’

affecting nobility. 
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HLD7539 Wagner, Parsifal 
Elder’s approach is measured. He takes the first act dangerously slowly, so the dramatic pulse 
comes close to failing all together, but the beauty of the Hallé’s playing and the perfect blend or 
texture keeps it going. All this seems justified by their account of the third act, thought, which 
moves on a gloriously secure dramatic curve from the bleakness of the prelude through an intense 
performance of the Good Friday music to the radiance of the final grail scene. Andrew Clements, 
The Guardian 

 
HLL7540 Vaughan Williams, Pastoral Symphony 
Elder's way with the music's pacing articulates the whole design with a 
vividness that allows an element of genuine dramatic sweep to come 
through. BBC Music Magazine, January 2015 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lyrita Recorded Edition 

 
REAM1133 Gordon Crosse 
The opening track on this new Lyrita CD is the Crosse’s “official” op.1. The 
Elegy was composed in 1965. The present recording by the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Norman del Mar (made during the 
Proms concert on 9 September 1965) is a good performance, with just a 
little bit of crackle and background/audience noise. But that is no real 
problem. Paul Conway is correct in citing The Times critic as stating that 
the Elegy is an “excellent introduction to Crosse’s music…” Despite its 
serial nature, is approachable, moving and has the nature of a ‘genuine 
elegy’”. 

’s Concerto for Chamber Orchestra, op. 8 was given its first performance at 
the Cheltenham Festival. The Budapest Symphony Orchestra was conducted by György Lehel. It 

cert that is included in this CD. The Concerto, composed in 1962, has 
ments. One of the features of this work is the use of a motif derived from the 

 this can be heard quoted or alluded to throughout the 
f this work is lightweight, which allows the Crosse to create an “impression 
precision”. The Concerto for Chamber Orchestra is an immediately 

accessible work, even to listeners who eschew modernism in their normal musical itineraries.  
 
The Concertino, op. 15 was composed more than fifty years ago (1965), yet it retains all its 
freshness. Lyrita’s sound engineers have clearly done some outstanding work on these tracks. 
There are some background sounds and noises, but the clarity of the instrumentation is never in 
doubt. The structure of this work is six very short variation movements. The opening “Chorale I” 
presents the musical material which is then developed through a series of two further “chorales”, 

 
On 3 July 1968, Crosse

is a recording of this con
three short move
chimes of Magdalen College, Oxford:
Concerto. The scoring o
of lightness, clarity and 
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two “Sonatinas” and the middle section, “Variations”, which is really a set of variations within a set 
of variations! Conway writes that the work is imbued with “a distinctly English melancholy” and 
suggests that it is one of the most attractive of Crosse’s early scores. The listener will be 
impressed by the economy of scoring, the occasional, almost romantic outbursts, and the overall 
lyricism of this Concertino. The work was dedicated to the Melos Ensemble, who provide an 
exceptional performance in this recording of the premiere. 
 
The major event on this CD is the Violin Concerto No. 2, op. 26, written in 1969. This is a large, 
multi-layered work that explores a wide variety of musical styles and soundscapes. It was 
premiered on 29 January 1970, by the same artists who play on this CD. I was fascinated to read 
that the formal structure of this work was inspired by Vladimir Nabokov’s novel Pale Fire. In this 
book a lyrical poem “is subjected to an elaborate and grotesque misreading by its editor, whose 
notes provide the narrative vehicle of the book”. Some of the music in this work was culled from an 
opera Crosse was composing at that time, The Story of Vasco. There are two important things to 
note about the concerto. Firstly, although Crosse uses a large orchestra, there is a chamber music 
texture to much of the concerto. There is a huge battery of percussion. The composer uses his 
resources with great variety but in a sparing manner. Typically, the soloist is not pitted against the 
orchestra, but is primus inter pares.  
  
This CD is another splendid example of Lyrita Recorded Edition’s partnership with the BBC. The 
liner notes written by Paul Conway include an essay-length biography and appreciation of the 
composer. The programme notes make essential reading before and after hearing Crosse’s music. 
I look forward to many more offerings from Lyrita of this composer, and many others who have 
been neglected for so long. John France, MusicWeb 
 
REAM1133 Gordon Crosse 
With a cast of 10 singers that correspond perfectly to Bush's writing, where lyricism and recitation 
are preponderant, and the vocal melodic line, often almost recitative, occupies a place of 
unequivocal supremacy, here and there punctuated with interjections Instrumental, usually 
triggered by the piano, with an accompaniment (to the charge of the Musicians of London) 
simplistic both from the point of view of instrumental staff (chamber orchestra) and writing itself. 
Here we have an unequivocal example of how the relationship with the theatrical context assumes 
great preponderance in the work of Geoffrey Bush. 
 
Under Simon Joly's musical direction, the duet of the third scene between Lord Arthur (David 
Johnson) and Sybil Merton (Lynne Dawson), with tenor and soprano in perfect harmony, stands 
out as the highlight of the opera. 
 
To complete this album, the Concerto for Trumpet and Piano by Bush, written in 1962.This ends up 
as a double concert, in three stages, with a very intimate character, where the orchestral 
accompaniment is, as with much of the work of Geoffrey Bush, very simple, occupying a place of 
much background. Discreet, above all with the function of ensuring a continuous harmonic 
atmosphere, sometimes almost static. The performance is played by Patrick Addinall (trumpet) and 
Hamish Milne (piano), alongside the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra, directed by Bryden Thomson, in 
a musically profound and elaborate final interpretive result, where Hamish Milne's piano is 
evidence by their dexterity, clarity in articulation density in the wording. 
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This is what you can expect from a good quality recording, considering that this is a source of radio 
broadcasting from the 1980s. These recordings, which reveal a moment, a composer and his work, 
the interpreters and the specific solutions of a radio recital, now edited 21 years later, tell a lot of 
what there is still to do around the music edition. Tiago da Hora, XMusic.pt 

 
SRCD362 Charlotte de Rothschild and Adrian Farmer,  
The Songs of Norman Peterkin 
Norman Peterkin’s name sits on the outer fringes of the British song 
repertoire. He tends to be mentioned in the context of a sequence of other 
seldom-if-ever recorded composers in books devoted to the subject, 
something that piques interest, of course. At last we have a disc solely 
devoted to a sequence of twenty-six of his songs. 
 
...The songs include the vogue for musical Chinoiserie and Japanese 

influence, Irish ballads, parlour settings, and the folkloric. There is limited evidence of Debussian 
influence – but there is some – and chromaticism was certainly a component of what are 
presumably the earlier Scott-influenced settings. The taut Five Poems from the Japanese and The 
Chaste Wife’s Reply allude briefly to Japanese or Chinese music as appropriate. O Men from the 
Fields! has a charming lilt to it whilst Little Red Hen has a complement of folklore that encourages 
a more pugnacious vocal contribution from Charlotte de Rothschild. The itinerant musician is 
brought to life in The Fiddler, though the soprano’s top notes are pitched. The undulating severity 
evoked in Walter de la Mare’s Never More, Sailor is deftly done. Some settings have charm but not 
much depth, albeit charm is his only intent, as in A Cradle Song. 
 
De la Mare - something of a Peterkin favourite - inspires the composer to greater harmonic 

ically flecked Song of the Water Maiden through strangely Byron’s 
 is never touching enough. Peterkin’s best-known song, possibly 

I Heard a Piper Piping, a brief, chaste and delightful light song. Settings 
the Burden of the Tide and The Tide Rises, The Tide Falls share more than a word in 

m Peterkin a more charged intent, a more declamatory self. The Rhymers’ 
seems to unlock something more than the commonplace in 

wilit piano writing and love desire. 
 
Peterkin is no lost colossus of British song – he lacks the thornier textures of an Ireland, and the 
more ingratiating lyricism of a Quilter, to cite merely two – but his is a quiet, minor voice. He’s a 
kind of Lascelles Abercrombie of British song. He’s at his best when he responds most 
passionately, drawing on impressionist, on chromatic models. He’s at his most anodyne when 
treading the threadbare post-Edwardian carpet. Charlotte de Rothschild and Adrian Farmer 
perform with excellent ensemble. Her soprano is sometimes pushed uncomfortably in the more 
strenuous settings but she characterises well, even in the silly The Bees’ Song. Despite caveats 
this is a worthwhile and quietly rewarding selection of songs.  Jonathan Woolf 
 

 
 
 

complexity in the impressionist
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Retrospective - Nostalgia and Vintage Jazz 

 
RTS4300 Julie London, Cry Me A River 
The story behind Cry Me A River by Arthur Hamilton – Julie London’s 
high-school classmate -is a fascinating one.  He wrote the words and 
music as an Ell Fitzgerald vehicle for the movie Pete Kelly’s Blues.  It was 
dropped from the film although Ella eventually recorded it in 1961.  When 
Ms London was offered a record date by Liberty Records after a 
successful engagement at Hollywood’s 881 club, she included River on 
the album.  It almost became the torch-song that defined an era and was 
always associated with her.  The LP featured classics like I should Care, 

I’m Glad The is You and I love you but River was heard constantly on the air-waves and it took on 
a new lease of life when she sang it in the film The Girl Can’t Help It.  
Julie London once said modestly that she had “a thimbleful of a voice” but that was the quality that 
made her delivery so unique because her husky contralto was compelling and seductive.  She was 
always perfectly in tune as she confidently shows in the opening 16 bars of Laura, which she sings 
a cappella.  She thrives in the intimate setting provided by the superb Barney Kessel who wrote the 
book here on how to accompany a singer sympathetically.  She always chose the best material 
and her future husband Bobby Troup (they married in 1959) provided February Brings The Rain, 
Lonely Girl, Daddy and The Meaning Of The Blues which was to get a seal of approval from Miles 
Davis when he recorded it on Miles Ahead.  As far as I can tell, she never recorder You’re Looking 

is finest ballads and would have been perfect for her.  The relaxed small-
Rowles is a particular delight especially You Stepped Out Of A Dream which 

u Needn’t in the coda.  Gordon Jack, Jazz Journal 

Saydisc / Amon Ra

At Me, which is one of h
group set with Jimmy 
includes Monk’s Well Yo
 

 
 

SDL444 The Funnyside of Saydisc 
Saydisc delves into its back catalogue with this compilation of – as it puts 
it - humorous anecdotes, poems, songs, dialect and tall tales. The dialect 
items relate almost wholly to Gloucestershire and reveal linguistic 
survivals from the pre-war years, heard in speech or interview that – 
whilst not always meaning to be humorous - do throw up humour in their 
wake. 
 
The extraordinary Amy Cook of Coombe, Wotton-under-Edge befuddles 
even her interlocutor in 1965, Peter Duddridge, who struggles – as will 

you – with her pronunciation of ‘papers’. She was a road sweeper, amongst other things, and 
 folk songs that sound as if they’ll go on to the end of recorded time, and 

tely, though, even this indefatigable woman stops. One constituent of the 
interviewees is, inevitably, an anti-modernism that manifests itself in an almost Luddite distrust and 

 electricity’. The extent to which rural isolation had inured them to the metropolitan 
’s light bulb is remarkable, to the extent that to say ‘I don’t believe in 

do George and Dorcas Juggins of Chalford, Stroud) is no more than a statement of 

embarks on one of those
probably could. Fortuna

dislike of ‘the
blandishments of Edison
electric’ (as 
eternal values. 
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Geoffrey Woodruff’s witty exploration of ‘Bristolese’ is particularly deft as is his long 10-minute 
track just called Geoffrey Woodruff Entertains, which brings appreciative laughter from his 
audience. 
 
There are two well-known Music Hall items included, by mighty Harry Champion and Jack 
Charman and they remind one of the great work Saydisc continues to do promoting Britain’s 
recorded heritage on disc. The readings from Kilvert’s Diary and Kenneth Williams’ Lewis Carroll 
and Edward Lear excerpts also show the range of the label’s aspirations. 
 
Some rare items are here, including a slightly scratchy copy of The Crofters’ The Butter Churning 
Race, composed by Saydisc supremo Gef Lucena, which is full of wry humour. 
 
This is a nice sampler of Saydisc’s wares and with a warm-hearted booklet I hope it encourages 
readers to explore the catalogue of this entertaining and valuable label. Jonathan Woolf, 
MusicWeb 
 

Sterling Records 
 
CDA1699 Solveig Wikman, Fanny Mendelssohn 12 Piano Pieces; 
Four Roman Pieces 
A few bars of this music and you know you‘re listening to Mendelssohn. 
But you might not realise at first, which one. 
 
These pieces undoubtedly deserve strong advocacy, and Solveig 
Wikman, a passionate devotee of Hensel, plays them with much 
affection and unfailing spirit. It is a highly worthwhile release. 
Jessica Duchen, BBC Music Magazine 
 

CDO1111 Laci Boldermann,  
Laci Boldemann was born in Helsinki in Finland. His grandfather on his 
mother’s side was the writer Arvid Järnefelt, whose brother Armas was 
Court Conductor at the Royal Opera in Stockholm. Their sister Aino was 
married to Jean Sibelius and Laci met them all. His grandfather on his 
father’s side was a friend of Sibelius and the song Den första kyssen 
(The First Kiss) was dedicated to him. 
 
He became a German citizen and went to school in Berlin. He was then 
sent to London to study with Sir Henry Wood, but when the war began 

ed in the Nazi army. He managed to desert and got to 
last months in the US. After the war he settled in Sweden, where his 

tonal and with catchy tunes, often with a simple folksong flavour. It 
yers and the score is colourful, rhythmical and the chorus 
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have a lot to do. The scene with the Emperor and the Court, opening the first act, immediately after 
the prelude, could just as well have been culled from a Broadway musical. Solo arias are mostly 
short and beautiful. The boy, who is the hero of the tale, has several solos. The Princess has a 
couple of lovely solos as well, the first act ends with a beautiful quintet. In act 2, which is more 
coherent, there is an oriental dance and in the finale the Prince and the Princess sing a love duet. 
Boldemann utilises leitmotifs very effectively and there is even some electronic music. 
 
The story takes place somewhere in the orient at the beginning of the Christian era. A mighty 
Emperor wants to lay down what the people in the Empire have to think. He even decides that 
black is white and white is black, and no one dares to contradict him. His daughter, the Princess, 
wants to marry a Prince from another country but the Emperor opposes this and has the Prince 
imprisoned. A boy without parents has managed to pass by the guards and sneaked into the 
Emperor’s palace. Eventually he is able to persuade the Emperor to accept the people’s freedom 
and human rights. He admits that black is black and white is white and the Prince and Princess get 
each other. The moral of the story is highly topical today with all these alternative facts that are in 
circulation. 
 
Sven Nilsson is a monumental Emperor, his bass voice still in fine shape though the tone is drier 
than it was in his heydays. Gunilla Slättegård’s glittering soprano is ideal for the innocent but clever 
boy, and Laila Andersson’s youthful lyric voice suits the role as Princess to perfection. Here she is 
not yet 25. The chorus and the Royal Orchestra are in fine shape under Per Åke Andersson’s 
inspirational direction. 
 
This is a valuable addition to the catalogue of Swedish opera on CD and it is a wonderful memento 
of a highly individual composer who left us far too early. Göran Forsling, MusicWeb 

 
CDS1015 Oskar Lindberg 
Oskar Lindberg was a composer of popular organ and choral works. I 
have previously reviewed his Requiem, an impressive score of richly 
melodic bent. It is hardly surprising he veered towards these particular 
genres, as he was organist at the Engelbrekt Church in Stockholm for 
forty years. He also taught music at the city’s Royal College of Music. A 
homebird by inclination, he never strayed further afield. His orchestral 
music includes one symphony, two rhapsodies, four suites, five 
symphonic poems and six small orchestral pieces. Two of the works on 
this release, the Symphony and Fiddler Per, He Fiddled are receiving 

ony in F major, Op. 16 took Lindberg three years to complete; he also put some 
ior to its Stockholm premiere, under Georg Schnéevoigt in 1917. The 
ther revisions, specifically to the wind parts, prior to a broadcast he 
a lush late Romantic canvas, with echoes of Brahms, Wagner and Franck. 

His fellow countrymen, Peterson-Berger and Alfvén are also detectable influences. The first 
movement is very attractive and melodically generous. For lovers of Sibelius, the second 
movement will surely seduce you. The opening theme, decorated with some exquisite woodwind 
passages, is beguiling. A more pressing middle section, where strings and brass make a striking 

their world premiere recordings. 
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contribution, offers some contrast, before the opening theme reappears. Towards the end the 
music builds to a noble climax. A menacing tread ushers in the finale, which has a slight martial 
feel to it. The music struts along with determination and confidence. There are more settled 
moments, again gilded with some enchanting woodwind writing. After fresh rhapsodic episodes, 
the Symphony ends assertively. 
 
Fiddler Per, He Fiddled—an unusual title—is also known as Rhapsody on Swedish Folk-Tunes. 
....It was entered for a composition concert in 1930. Of the forty entries, Lindberg’s score was one 
of four winners who were rewarded with the accolade of a radio performance. 
 
Lindberg was one of the founding members of the Association of Swedish Composers, acting as its 
treasurer for fifteen years. At the association’s inaugural concert, the Three Impressions of Travel, 
Op. 20 were performed, with the composer at the helm. The work is his second Suite for 
Orchestra. The three movements are titled: "To the High Mountains", "As Night Comes On" and 
"Through the Wood". The pieces are attractive, tuneful and undemanding. Again, Sibelius seems 
not too far away. As Night Comes On is the one I prefer. Utterly bewitching, it is the sort of music 
you can just sit back and savour. 
 
The booklet notes are in English and Swedish, and the recorded sound is top-notch. The Örebro 
Symphony Orchestra under Stig Westerberg offer persuasive accounts.  Stephen Greenbank 
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